
BOOST TIRE SALES WITH CFNA 
& TIRECONNECT

For more Information and to book a demo contact 
sales@tireconnect.ca or 1.888.792.7072 x101

*Dealer must have 1stMile Pro program in order to accept CFNA payment via TireConnect

CFNATCSELL102020

THE CFNA ADVANTAGE
 
The CFNA credit card isn’t just a payment solution, it’s a loyalty 
platform. CFNA cardholders’ purchases made with their CFNA credit 
cards translate to higher ticket sales. And those same cardholders 
make purchases with their cards more frequently, ultimately spending 
more with their CFNA cards than any other form of payment.

WHATS IN IT FOR YOU?
 

Your business name printed on every card opened

Promotional financing to offer customer so they can say 
“yes” to more and bigger purchases

Processing solution that integrates with our business - 
and does not require special hardware

WHATS IN IT FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS?
Promotional Financing on all purchases $149 and up

Higher likelihood for credit approval

Generous credit limits - up to $4,500 available 
Profile of national multi-location tire and service retailer; trend spend based on 2017 - 2018 data.

NOW YOU CAN ACCEPT CFNA PAYMENTS ONLINE 
WITH TIRECONNECT ONLINE SALES SOLUTIONS FOR 

TIRE RETAILERS*

TIRECONNECT’S FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Quote and Sell Tires on your Website and Facebook Page
To build and maintain the competitive edge that makes you the #1 choice for tires in your market, you need a powerful online 
sales tool that makes your inventory accessible to customers anywhere,  anytime. Discover TireConnect’s no-fuss e-commerce 
plug-in that brings your online sales strategy from 0 to 60 in a flash.

Access Real Time Inventory and Pricing
TireConnect seamlessly integrates with leading tire wholesalers and manufacturers. It supports industry leading point-of-sale 
(POS) software, so you can also display your in-store inventory online. TireConnect provides the tools to quickly compare 
prices, customize orders, and maximize the sales.

Boost Revenue & Customer Satisfaction
In today’s retail landscape, consumers want a personalized and transparent customer experience. With a quick and easy way 
to view optional products and services that are tailored to their individual needs. TireConnect’s in-store solution will empower 
your team to exceed customer expectations and build trust by providing a convenient and transparent buying experience.

Create Quotes in Seconds
Turn your greenest service advisor into a tire expert instantly. Afterall, who wants to wait around while sales staff fumble 
their way through catalogs or looking up tire inventory across multiple suppliers? Equip your sales team with TireConnect’s 
powerful tire quoting solution, built to deliver accurate tire quotes in seconds.
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$356
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